
 
 

 
FURREAL SPRING 2020 PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONS 

 
FURREAL PEEALOTS BIG WAGS Assortment  
(HASBRO/Ages 4 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $19.99/Available: Spring 2020) 
As any pet walker knows, pets sometimes need to pee. The FURREAL PEEALOTS BIG WAGS assortment pup comes with a 
short leash for tabletop walks and a bottle you fill with water to give him a drink. Of course, after quenching his thirst, 
he’ll need to go! Just lift his tail and he pees! (Be sure to clean up after him – it’s the polite thing to do.) Whether you 
walk him by himself or with other FURREAL WALKALOTS, PEEALOTS, or POOPALOTS pets, you’re sure to have a great 
time feeding your thirsty walker and helping him pee afterward! So, how about a stroll? Available in PUPPY and KITTY 
assortments. Available at most major toy retailers. 
 

FURREAL PEEALOTS LIL WAGS Assortment  
(HASBRO/Ages 4 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $9.99/Available: Spring 2020) 
As any pet walker knows, pets sometimes need to pee. The FURREAL PEEALOTS LIL WAGS assortment comes with a 
short leash for tabletop walks and a bottle you fill with water to give her a drink. Of course, after quenching her thirst, 
she’ll need to go! Just lift her tail and she pees! (Be sure to clean up after her – it’s the polite thing to do.) Whether you 
walk her by herself or with other WALKALOTS, PEEALOTS, or POOPALOTS pets, you’re sure to have a great time feeding 
your thirsty walker and helping her pee afterward! So, how about a stroll? Available in TABBY CAT, BEAGLE, and HUSKY 
assortments. Available at most major toy retailers. 
 

FURREAL POOPALOTS BIG WAGS Assortment  
(HASBRO/Ages 4 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $19.99/Available: Spring 2020) 
What's more fun than walking a pet? Walking a pet that poops! Give the FURREAL POOPALOTS BIG WAGS assortment a 
few of his included treats, then assemble and attach his leash and take him for a walk. As you walk him, he starts to do 
his business, leaving a trail of poop nuggets behind! Luckily, the pup comes with his own poop scooper for quick and 
easy cleanups. FURREAL POOPALOTS pets feature a connectible system that lets kids walk one pet, or their favorite 
pack! This poopin’ pup comes with a detachable leash to walk him across the floor, as well as a connector to add up to 
two FURREAL POOPALOTS LIL’ WAGS pets (sold separately). Just push him along by his leash and he’ll move forward. 
Feed him first if you want him to poop. So, who’s ready for a nice walk? Available in PUPPY and KITTY assortments. 
Available at most major toy retailers.  
 

FURREAL POOPALOTS LIL WAGS Assortment  
(HASBRO/Ages 3 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $9.99/Available: Spring 2020) 
What's more fun than walking a pet? Walking a pet that poops! Just connect the leash, give this cuddly kitty a few of her 
included treats, then take her for a walk. Ready for potty time? Push her tail down to help her poop, then use the small 
scoop to clean up! FURREAL POOPALOTS pets feature a connectible system that lets kids walk one pet, or their favorite 
pack! This poopin’ kitty comes with a detachable leash to walk her across a tabletop, as well as a connector to add one 
BIG WAGS pet or up to two LIL’ WAGS pets. (Other pets sold separately. Subject to availability.) Just push her along by 
her leash and she moves forward. Feed her first if you want her to poop. So, who’s ready for a nice walk after lunch? 
Available in POODLE, CORGI and CAT, assortments. Available at most major toy retailers. 
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